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Cities are facing a crisis of homeless-related fires and are scrambling to
respond.

In the past 5 to 10 years, many US cities have experienced a rapidly growing
number of homeless-related fires. These fires endanger lives and property,
cost large sums of public money to control, and overburden critical
emergency services.

Fire departments respond to fewer than half as many fires as they did 40
years ago,¹ an incredible achievement of nation-wide fire-safety programs:
stricter fire codes, fire-resistant building materials, and smoke alarm codes.
But the climbing number of public fires started by homeless drug addicts in
public spaces threatens to reverse decades of progress.²

Introduction
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In the past decade, cities across
the country have seen a huge
increase in the number of
homeless-related fires, 
 threatening to reverse decades of
progress on fire safety.

Remains of an encampment fire, San
Francisco. Twitter/1r0nm41d3n



Homeless people are responsible for a large and rapidly growing share of fires in
many cities across the country.

Los Angeles
The Los Angeles Fire Department responds to more than 24
homeless-related fires a day (more than 8,000 a year), and
more than 50% of fires the department responds to are
caused by homeless people.³ Between 2017 and 2021,
homeless-related fires caused $185 million in damage, 22% of
all fire damage in the city.⁴

San Diego
In San Diego, the fire department
responded to 944 homeless-related fires,
about 13 percent of all fire calls.⁵ That is
up from 185 homeless-related fire calls in
2015 (less than 5 percent of all fire calls.)⁶

Sacramento
In Sacramento, the fire responded to 3,527 homeless fire
incidents in 2021, up from 1,996 in 2019 and 80 percent
of people arrested for arson are homeless.⁷ In the
American River Parkway, an expansive recreational area
in the region, fires have tripled in the past five years due
to homeless encampments.⁸

How Many Homeless-
Related Fires Are There?
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Seattle
The Seattle Fire Department responded to 1,538 homeless-
related fires in 2022,¹¹ three times the number of such fires in
2019, when the department responded to 520 homeless-
related fires.¹²

Portland
In Portland, there were 2,048 fires caused
by homeless people in 2021—nearly half of
all fires the fire department responded to
and more than double the number in 2019.¹³

Denver
The Denver Fire Department responded to
716 homeless-related fires in 2021, including
32 RV fires.¹⁴
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Oakland & San Francisco
In Oakland, the fire department responded to 988
encampment fires between 2018 and 2020, spending
$1.7 million on these incidents.⁹ A single large
encampment had 115 fires in 2021 and 60 in the
first 8 months of 2022. The encampment is only a
few hundred feet from large oxygen tanks at a
municipal water treatment facility, risking a
catastrophic explosion if these catch fire. In San
Francisco, there were 757 homeless-related fires in
2020 and 724 in January 2021.¹⁰



Tent or encampment fires
Tent or encampment fires are the most common type of homeless-
related fire. Encampments often contain highly flammable materials
like tents, tarps, mattresses, and cardboard boxes. These fires may
sometimes be reported as “rubbish fires.”

RV fires
RV fires occur regularly both at large homeless encampments and
other location occupants decide to park. RVs are made of
lightweight materials that burn rapidly and pose extra hazards due
to proximity to fuel tanks and propane tanks.¹⁵ RVs occupied by
homeless people are frequently illegally parked, unregistered, and
uninsured, sometimes inoperable, and occasionally also dump
garbage and raw sewage.

Fires in vacant buildings
Homeless people sometimes squat in vacant buildings, which are
already at heightened risk of fire due to lack of maintenance. Fire
departments across the country have seen an increase in homeless-
related fires in these structures.¹⁶

There are three basic categories of homeless-related fires: (1) tent or
encampment fires, (2) RV fires, and (3) fires in vacant buildings.
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Types of Homeless-Related
Fires



Many homeless-related fires are intentionally set,
sometimes as an act of assault when a conflict
between homeless people escalates.¹⁷ ¹⁸ Other times
the motivation is not clear, but may be boredom or
pyromania, as when a homeless man set fire to seven
dumpsters over several days in Santa Monica,¹⁹ or
when a homeless man set fire to a large Christmas
tree outside the FOX News building in midtown
Manhattan.²⁰

ARSON

SMOKING DRUGS OR CIGARETTES
Fentanyl and meth, popular drugs among
unsheltered homeless populations, are
commonly smoked by placing the powdered
drug onto a piece of foil and then cooking it with
an open flame from a lighter or torch. Hot crack
pipes and lit cigarettes can also start fires. The
combination of open flames, intoxication, and
highly flammable materials like tents, blankets,
and mattresses is a recipe for fire.
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How Do Homeless-Related
Fires Start?

Homeless man preparing to smoke
fentanyl with a torch, San Francisco.
Twitter/citizenj17



Homeless people may use camp stoves or light
open fires to stay warm or cook food. Open
fires in public spaces are almost always
outlawed by cities, but in some cities
enforcement is limited or inconsistent.²¹ A
cooking fire at a Los Angeles homeless
encampment started the 2017 Skirball Fire—a
large wildfire which burned 475 acres.²²

COOKING OR WARMING FIRES

UNSAFE ELECTRICAL WIRING
Some homeless people steal electricity by
tapping into streetlights, power lines, or
exterior utility boxes and then running
extension cords to their encampment.²³
These jerry-rigged electrical wires create
fire hazards.²⁴
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RV stealing power from a streetlamp,
San Francisco. Twitter/1r0nm41d3n



When firefighters respond to fires at homeless encampments they face risks above
and beyond the normal expectations of the job.

Propane tanks are common in encampments and can explode if they ignite.²⁵ First
responders are also exposed to communicable diseases such as Hepatitis A,²⁶
typhus,²⁷ and tuberculosis²⁸ during their interactions with homeless people. Human
feces and large rodent populations are also frequently present at homeless
encampments, which further expose first responders to bacteria and diseases such
as salmonella and plague.²⁹

More alarming is the threat of violence firefighters face in working around homeless
populations. In Seattle, the firefighters’ local union documented 40 assaults on
firefighters as they went out on calls, almost entirely at homeless encampments.³⁰ As
a result, when homeless people are present, firefighters sometimes need to wait for
police to arrive and provide protection before addressing the emergency.³¹
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Danger to Firefighters

Remains of a tent fire started by a kerosene heater, Seattle. Twitter/kevinvdahlgren



Sending extra personnel out to calls at homeless encampments
Dedicating a special team to focus on non-fire calls at homeless
encampments
Providing firefighters with extra training on interacting with homeless
people.³⁴

Fires started by homeless people seriously strain municipal capacity. These
fires increase expenses for municipal fire departments, create longer
response times, cause burn out and morale issues among firefighters, and
increase firefighters’ risk of injury. These fires also routinely spread to
nearby residential and commercial buildings, causing property damage and
putting innocent occupants at risk for injury or death. Even fires in seemingly
low-risk places, away from residential and business districts, can lead to
serious consequences. For instance, one fire started by a homeless man
smoking crack in Atlanta under an interstate overpass caused the roadway
to collapse. That route carries 250,000 vehicles a day and took 6 weeks to
rebuild.³²

Homeless fires can also require entire neighborhoods to be evacuated and
roadways shut down. The 2017 Skirball Fire, started by a cooking fire at a Los
Angeles homeless encampment, burned 475 acres, destroyed six homes,
damaged 12 other homes, forced 700 homes and an apartment building to
be evacuated, shut down the 405 Freeway for several hours, and required
more than 250 schools—as well as local colleges—to close for several days.³³

Fire departments are unable to influence the underlying problem of
unsheltered homeless populations but can adapt new tactics to protect
firefighters and help manage the burden that frequent calls place on their
departments. Options include:

Impact on Municipal
Resources
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Clearing homeless encampments is a public safety
imperative.

There is only one surefire solution to preventing homeless-related fires:
clearing all encampments, towing illegally parked RVs, and securing vacant
buildings. Clearing homeless encampments is a public safety imperative.

Cities need a proactive strategy for unsheltered homeless populations—with
the primary goal of moving people off the streets and into homeless
shelters. An effective strategy to clear homeless encampments requires (1)
expanding shelter capacity and (2) vigorously enforcing laws in public spaces.

Cities have options to expand shelter capacity. Heavy duty tents with the
capacity to shelter hundreds or thousands of people can be created very
quickly, as demonstrated recently in New York City.³⁵ Cities can also partner
with a third-party shelter operator like the Salvation Army to expand bed
capacity or set up modular “tiny homes” on city property. Cities should also
assess local treatment capacity for drug addiction and serious mental illness,
and bolster these systems as needed.

Finally, cities must vigorously enforce existing laws against open fires, public
drug use, and public camping—activities which contribute directly to fire risk.
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How Can Cities Prevent
Homeless-Related Fires?
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